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As a result of the changing manufacturing environment, globalization and increased competition, companies are now 
increasingly integrating products and services into innovative offerings, which create more value to customers, engage the end 
users more closely and generate more business opportunities. It is a win-win strategy, which presents much potential as well as
challenges.  
There are many types of Product-Service Systems ranging from the traditional product-oriented offering of products 
accompanied by service contracts to more innovative user-oriented strategies providing the service or functionality, such as 
mobility by cars or flying hours for airplane engines, while the ownership of the product (automobiles or jet engines) remains 
with the service providers, or even eliminating the product altogether such as in the case of replacing the telephone answering
machines by voicemail service, which is known as result-oriented PSS.   
Success and survival in a product-service systems environment requires new business models, innovative producer-customer 
relationships and strategies and often major changes in the culture of an enterprise and its mode of operation. Effective product 
service systems can lead to better business performance and sustainability.   
The theme of the 6th CIRP Conference on Industrial Product Service Systems (IPSS 2014) held at the University of Windsor in 
Canada from 1-2 May 2014  is: “Product-Service Systems and Value Creation”. It dealt with many enablers of this new business 
strategy, innovative value creation models using PSS, systems design, prototyping, implementation and evaluation and many 
related issues. Four keynote papers discussed: a) Service Innovation and Smart Analytics for Industry 4.0 and Big Data 
Environment, b) Service Knowledge Capture and Reuse, c) State-of-Art Product-Service Systems in Japan - The Latest Japanese 
Product-Service Systems Developments, and d) Multi-physical Simulation for Product-Service Performance Assessment. A 
special event was organized where attendees took part in experiential learning games and competitions including Edutainment 
PSS board game, Lego games for variety management in manufacturing and games for large classes.    
The proceedings of the 6th CIRP Conference on Industrial Product Service Systems (IPSS 2014) contains 65 papers which 
address a wide range of issues related to PSS in general with particular emphasis on innovation and value creation. The papers 
are grouped into 14 sections: 1) Keynote papers, 2) Value Creation, 3) Performance Indicators and Assessment, 4) Knowledge 
Generation, Training and Education, 5) Industrial Marketing, 6)  Sustainability, 7) Life Cycle Product Service Management, 8) 
New Business Models and Innovation, 9) Risk and Quality Management, 10) Human-Related IPSS Aspects, 11) Product Service 
Systems Strategies, 12) Industrial Applications of IPSS, 13) Design Tools and Methodologies, and 14) Information and Cyber 
Technologies in IPSS.  
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